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Climate Change and Climate Crisis
Future perspectives and concepts
Organisation: Christa Schleper, Franz Essl (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Adrian Hiss, Klara Butz (Fridays for Future)

Oct 8, 2020 | Franz Essl (Wien) | Intro to Climate Change - Biodiversity loss & conservation
Oct 15, 2020 | Sigrid Stagl (Wien) | Steering markets in the direction of social-ecological transformation
Oct 22, 2020 | Eva Schulev-Steindl (Graz) | Climate Change: Legal Challenges
Oct 29, 2020 | Annette Kehnel (Mannheim) | What we can learn for the future from the minimalist movements of the past
Nov 5, 2020 | Barbara Laa (Wien) | Sustainable mobility concepts for Vienna & rural areas
Nov 12, 2020 | Bernd Sommer (Flensburg) | Transformation Design. Pathways towards a climate neutral future
Nov 19, 2020 | Christoph Matulla (Wien) | Climate impact research & regional climate modeling
Nov 26, 2020 | Friederike Otto (Oxford) | Weather attribution studies
Dec 3, 2020 | Stephan Glatzel (Wien) | The potential of peatland restoration for combatting climate change
Dec 17, 2020 | Reinhard Steurer (Wien) | The political dimension of the climate crisis
Jan 7, 2021 | Aiko Voigt (Wien) | The (uncertain) role of clouds for regional climate change
Jan 14, 2021 | Andrew Fanning (Leeds) | Downscaling the Doughnut Economics for city & countries
Jan 21, 2021 | Gottfried Kirchengast (Graz) | Carbon management for Universities & beyond: a new approach to achieve Paris-compliant climate goals

Thursday, 4:45-6:15 p.m. Auditorium Maximum, Main Building, University Vienna & online

Supported by: SPL29 and Department of Functional and Evolutionary Ecology, University of Vienna
5 ECTS. Die Zuordnung zu diversen Studienplänen ist im u:find ersichtlich.